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Morning all! 

With everyone seemingly a Bitcoin expert this week, I thought I'd try something a little

different for today's Ramble..

We have a guest post on the 'Havening', kindly written by my brother from another, and

genuine Bitcoin expert, Paul Gordon.

A quick line of Paul's background:

He's an ex-LIFFE pit broker for institutions such as HSBC, then traded STIRs (Euribor) on the

screens (which is when I was his runner).

He gave all that up in ~2014 to fully immerse himself in the world of Bitcoin.

He is the co-founder of Coinscrum, the original and largest Crypto community in Europe.

Recently he has launched Coinscrum /Markets - the weekly crypto markets insights and

analysis webcast.

Right.. That's enough advertising for you Mr Gordon, on with the post!
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https://twitter.com/coinscrum
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Halvening 101

It seems like every man and his dog has heard about the Bitcoin Halvening [sic] event that

should have taken place sometime late in the day on Monday BST. We can’t predict the exact

time because the exact moment is actually calculated by the “block height” of the Bitcoin

Blockchain - i.e. every 210,000 blocks. Since the algorithm that moderates “block production”

on the bitcoin network is designed to “issue” new blocks roughly every 10 minutes on

average, we can calculate in advance that this event will occur approximately every 4 years.  

 

So why does this happen and, more importantly, why does it matter?  

 

Well, it’s the reason that we have known about from the day that it was released, the

computer code that runs the bitcoin network will ultimately only ever release a fixed and

known supply of just over 21 million Bitcoin by around the year 2140. 

 

Here’s a brief explanation of how and why: 

 

• “Blocks” on the Bitcoin “blockchain” can simply be thought of pages in a ledger.  

 

• Bitcoin “Miners” have the responsibility of processing the transactions that the general user

broadcasts to the network when sending a transaction in batches (much like a bank will batch

process it’s transactions with other banks at the end of the day)  

 

• Every miner on the network stores a record of the latest batch of transactions as they are

broadcast to the network and, at the same time, enters a lottery - literally - and spends each of

the periods between each new block randomly guessing a very long random number that the

network has generated. 

 

• They “buy” their lottery tickets by spending large sums of electricity to operate specialist

hardware that has one purpose only - to guess these long random numbers as fast as

possible. All of the miners combined are currently making

~120,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 guesses per second, every second! 

 

• From time to time, miners will guess right, win the lottery and be given the right to add their

batch of transactions to the “blockchain” - and then begin the next lottery. 

 

• As both an incentive and a reward for providing this service to the network, the winning

miner is rewarded with newly minted Bitcoins - some of which they’ll have to sell on the open

market to pay for their electricity and hardware cost, some of which they’ll keep as their profit. 

 

• For the first 4 years (roughly), the network handed out a reward of 50 new Bitcoins with

every new block 

 

• After these 4 years (in late November 2012 when the network reached block height 210,000)

this “reward” was cut in half to 25 new Bitcoins per block 

 

• And again in July 2016 (at block height 420,000) to 12.5 new Bitcoins per block. 

 

• If you do the simple maths and keep halving every 4 years, you end up with a total of ~21m

Bitcoin finally in circulation by the year 2140 

 

So why the excitement? 

 

Given that this “rule” was baked into the design over 11 years ago, it seems a bit odd that it

causes such a tiz. 

 

The only people that should care are the miners seeing as their revenue instantly gets



chopped in half overnight. This may seem brutal, but Bitcoin is designed to reflect free-market

economics at its purest. Nobody needs permission to join in as a miner and take part in the

hunt for profits. Still, those operating least efficiently and paying more for their electricity than

their competitors will be the first to become unprofitable during such an event and be forced

to cease operations. The network drives its operators to run efficient systems. 

 

Nevertheless, everyone else gets excited simply because it’s an obvious and glaring

milestone that reminds people that Bitcoin’s new supply is dwindling and - so the thinking

goes - if “supply” is cut, the price must go up. 

 

But that’s bollocks! 

 

It does so happen that within 12-18 months of each of the last two halvening events the price

did ramp up into bubble territory (before subsequent crashes). Was the drop in supply actually

the cause? Maybe, but sorry kids, two measly data-points doth not a trend make. 

 

And merely cutting the supply of something does not automatically ensure that its demand

grows. I can assure you that if I cut the weekly supply of my underpants in half tonight, the

demand for them will be pretty much unchanged come the morning. 

 

What we need to be looking at here is the actual “demand” of bitcoin. 

 

Speculation alone (a considerable part of the daily volumes) does not give us much insight.  

 

During the previous halving, the miners and their new, and more abundant supply had a much

more dominant effect on the market which, then, had significantly less liquidity.  

 

This time, liquidity in terms of exchange volume can be measured in the low billions per day

while the new supply coming onto the market is dropping by half again.  

 

But there are some other metrics.  

 

Christoper Bendiksen, Head of Research at Coinshares, recently estimated that the leading

passive Bitcoin investment vehicles alone were absorbing ~750 Bitcoins per day in Q1 out of

the 1800 new Bitcoin supply hitting the network each day before the halvening. 

 

Still somewhat of a mismatch. 

 

But as of today - post halvening - that 750 Bitcoin demand is only being met with a new

supply of 900 Bitcoins per day. 

 

Not such a mismatch.  

 

Does that guarantee the price will go up? No, but at least it indicates that supply and demand

are quite evenly matched, even without accounting for other sources of new demand.  

 

But it still does nothing to enable us to tap into the minds of the holders of the roughly 18.5m

Bitcoins in circulation. 

 

If a small number of those holders decide they want to run for the exit, that supply will be what

challenges the current demand the most.  

 

On the other hand, if they all decide to HODL (a bitcoiner’s colloquialism for “holding”) then

maybe history will end up repeating itself after all.

Much obliged to Paul for taking time out of his busy schedule to put that together.



So what was the price action of Bitcoin after the previous two 'halvenings'?

The answer is undeniably  positive, though doubts are raised over whether this was as a 

result of the mining rewards being slashed by 50% or simply as a result of Bitcoins popularity. 

Chart Of The Day - Join The Herd



The phrase 'Herd Immunity' keeps being thrown around, and in all honesty, until a vaccine for

CV19 is found, it's going to be the outcome whether we like it or not.

But how long will that take? Well, according the data put together by Mr Baker, it could be

some time.

via @RolandBakerIII

Estimation of how long it would take to reach Corona *herd immunity* based on each

country's population and its current positive test rate. Data: The data is pulled from the

COVID-19 Data Repository by Johns Hopkins CSSE.

Keep in mind this at the average of the current infection rate which includes significant

periods of lockdown. We could also just let 'er rip on the other hand and potentially overload

the hospitals or do something in between also.

Let's be clear here until a vaccine is a cure we will simply be playing virus 'whack-a-mole',

beating down every outbreak as and when it occurs, it'll be a reactive rather than a proactive

battle.

https://twitter.com/RolandBakerIII


CV19 Roundup 

 

Deaths

More than 4.19 million people have been reported to be infected by the novel coronavirus

globally and 285,119 have died, according to a Reuters tally, as of 0503 GMT on Tuesday.

 

Americas

* More than 1.35 million people have been infected in the United States and 80,606 have

died, according to a Reuters tally, as of 0503 GMT on Tuesday. 

 

* The White House directed all people entering the West Wing, where the daily operations of

President Donald Trump's administration are carried out, to wear masks.  

 

* California, Oregon, Washington and other states involved in a western states pact to

coordinate coronavirus response have asked the federal government for a combined $1

trillion in aid. 

* Factory workers began returning to assembly lines in Michigan on Monday, paving the way

to reopen the U.S. auto sector but stoking fears of a second wave. 

 

* Iowa Governor Kim Reynolds said she would follow a modified self-quarantine plan in case

she was exposed to the new coronavirus during a visit to the White House last Wednesday or

meetings in Iowa with Vice President Mike Pence on Friday.  

 

* The chief of the U.S. National Guard tested negative, in his second negative test since

receiving a positive result at a routine screening.

 

* Twitter Inc TWTR.N will add labels and warning messages on some tweets with disputed or

misleading information about COVID-19. 

 

* Brazil reported 5,632 new cases and 396 additional deaths, bringing the national tally at

168,331 and 11,519 deaths. President Jair Bolsonaro declared gyms and hair salons as

essential services that can stay open. 

 

* Mexico confirmed 1,305 new cases and 108 additional fatalities, while Chile has surpassed

30,000 cases.  

 

* Panama announced plans to begin a phased reopening of its economy this week, including

e-commerce, mechanical workshops and fishing.

 

Europe

* Prime Minister Boris Johnson set out a cautious plan on Monday to get Britain back to work,

including advice on wearing home-made face coverings.  

 

* Around 136,000 people in England are currently infected with COVID-19, according to early

results from the first large-scale study in Britain into the spread of the disease.  

 

* Total cases in Germany rose by 933 to 170,508 and the death toll rose by 116 to 7,533.  

 

* Deaths in France on Monday were almost four times higher than Sunday and new confirmed

cases more than doubled over 24 hours, as the country started unwinding an almost two-

month national lockdown.  

 

* Spain's daily death toll fell on Monday to 123, its lowest level in seven weeks.

 

* Italy said it would give regions the power to roll back restrictions, in a move that is likely to



see most remaining curbs lifted next week

 

Asia-Pacific

* China reported just one new case for May 11, down from 17 a day earlier. The total case tally

now stands at 82,919 and death toll remained unchanged at 4,633.  

 

* The Bank of Japan will do "whatever it can" to mitigate the growing fallout from the

coronavirus pandemic, Governor Haruhiko Kuroda said.  

 

* India's Prime Minister Narendra Modi said the country would look to ease its nearly seven-

week lockdown

Middle East & Africa

The International Monetary Fund approved Egypt's request for $2.77 billion in emergency

financing.  

 

* Senegal announced the re-opening of mosques and churches and easing of other

restrictions, even as the largest one-day jump in cases was recorded on Monday.

Headline Roundup

U.S. Futures, Asian Stocks Slip; Dollar Climbs

U.S. futures and Asian stocks drifted lower Tuesday, and the dollar extended recent gains,

amid concerns that a renewed pick-up in virus infections makes it tougher to justify current

valuations. 

 

Equities fell in Hong Kong and Sydney, with more modest declines in Tokyo, Seoul and

Shanghai. S&P 500 futures slipped after the index closed flat. South Korea reported a flare-up

in cases, underscoring concerns about a second wave of infections. Investors are also wary of

strained U.S.-China trade relations again -- the Trump administration moved on Monday night

to block investments in Chinese stocks by a government retirement savings fund.

The Australian dollar declined after China suspended imports of meat from some of the

nation’s slaughterhouses. Treasury yields dipped. 

 

Global equities have recouped almost half of the plunge from their March 23 low, but the

sustainability of the rally remains in question amid poor company earnings and data as

countries begin to unwind lockdowns that froze economic activity. Goldman Sachs Group Inc.

warned yhat investors had gotten ahead of themselves and that the S&P 500 Index might

drop almost 20% in the next three months. 

 

“It’s well and good to say ‘OK, we’ve contained the disease,’ but how long does the recession

last?” Chris Rands, a portfolio manager, fixed income at Nikko Asset Management in Sydney,

said. “Typically when you look at unemployment spikes they take years to fix, they don’t fix

themselves in three months.” 

 

Wuhan, where the epidemic began, reported its first new infections since the Chinese city

ended its lockdown last month. Russia reported a record number of new cases in one day as



it emerged as a new hub of the outbreak in Europe, though the spread slowed elsewhere on

the continent.

These are the main moves in markets: 

 

Stocks

 

S&P 500 futures fell 0.5% as of 2 p.m. in Tokyo. The S&P 500 was little changed in New York

Monday. 

Topix index dipped 0.1%. 

Australia’s S&P/ASX 200 Index dropped 1.2%. 

South Korea’s Kospi index lost 0.5%. 

Hang Seng Index lost 1.7% 

Shanghai Composite Index fell 0.6%. 

Euro Stoxx 50 futures slipped 0.1%.

Currencies

 

The yen rose 0.3% to 107.39 per dollar. 

The offshore yuan was at 7.1062 per dollar. 

The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index gained 0.2%. 

The euro bought $1.0805, little changed. 

The Aussie fell 0.4% to 64.64 U.S. cents.

Bonds

 

The yield on 10-year Treasuries fell two basis points to 0.69%. 

The yield on Australia’s 10-year bond fell about one basis point to 0.95%.

Commodities

 

West Texas Intermediate crude gained 1% to $24.37 a barrel. 

Gold added 0.1% to $1,700.28 an ounce.

Europe Funding Costs Ease Along With Stress in Italian Bonds

European funding costs have eased for the first time since a surprise German court ruling last

week against the European Central Bank’s bond buying. 

 

Three-month Euribor, the rate at which banks lend to each other, ended a three-day rising

streak on Monday. Funding costs are coming down thanks to the cooling of Italian bond yield

spreads, which spiked after the constitutional court threw doubt on the ECB’s pandemic

emergency purchase program (PEPP).

Although the link between interbank funding markets and bonds isn’t direct, the court ruling

was a blow for Italian banks, who hold significant amounts of so-called BTP government debt

and are among the lenders contributing to Euribor, according to Rishi Mishra, an analyst at

Futures First.

“A question mark on the PEPP was a question mark on BTPs and potentially on the Italian

banks,” he said. 

 

The June FRA-OIS spread, a gauge for future funding costs, widened modestly, but implies

that stress should ease in the near term. Funding costs still remain above the level seen

before the central bank expanded its long-term cheap loan program, aimed at bringing them

down. 

 



Funding costs will continue to ease if the ECB is able to continue its asset-purchasing

program, Mishra said. That doesn’t mean they are on a one-way track downward, given the

potential for more tightening if another crisis blows up bond yields again. 

 

“There is much uncertainty about systemic risk in the euro zone so I wouldn’t rule out another

flare-up (and therefore Euribor spiking again),” said Antoine Bouvet, a senior rates strategist at

ING Groep NV.

House Democrats Won’t Vote on Stimulus Proposal Before Friday

House Democrats are still drafting their plan for another round of economic stimulus,

legislation that could top $2 trillion, but the bill won’t be ready for a vote before Friday. 

 

House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer told fellow Democrats on a private conference call that

the legislation was still being drawn up from proposals submitted by rank and file members

last week, according to lawmakers and aides. With House lawmakers away from Washington,

the earliest possible vote would be Friday, and that schedule could slip into the next week. 

 

The centerpiece of the Democrats’ virus relief plan is almost $1 trillion in to aid state and local

governments. It’s also likely to include another round of cash payments to individuals

following up on the $1,200 most people received from a March stimulus bill. Also under

discussion are expanded unemployment benefits, money for Covid-19 testing, food stamp

funding, rental assistance and student loan forgiveness.

Democrats have been debating among themselves for weeks about the contents of the

legislation, with more moderate members arguing for a smaller bill with a more realistic

chance of passage in the divided Congress and progressives seeking to use the bill to

showcase plans to expand health insurance and climate change policies. 

 

An expansive bill has little chance of getting Senate approval and President Donald Trump’s

signature as drafted. Trump and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell have been saying

there’s no need to rush another stimulus until the effects of the last bill can be evaluated. 

 

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, working with Senate Democrats, has been advocating a

massive aid package to get the economy restarted. “Among the provisions are, yes, there are

state and local governments, to address the outlays they have made in fighting the

coronavirus as well as the revenue they have lost because of the coronavirus,” she told

MSNBC on Monday night. 

 

She added that extra money was being considered for people have gone to work during the



pandemic. “There is an interest in doing hazard pay for those on the front line,” Pelosi said,

without going into further detail. 

 

“Speaker Pelosi and I agree, the bill should be big and it should be bold,” Senate Minority

Leader Chuck Schumer said on the Senate floor earlier Monday, warning of a second Great

Depression without more stimulus. “Now is not the time for timidity” 

 

In addition to voting on the stimulus legislation, Hoyer told Democrats they would be voting

on rules changes to permit members to cast proxy votes for colleagues, and allow remote

committee work. 

 

When the stimulus legislation and the rules changes are brought to the House floor for votes,

Hoyer told members the process probably will take most of that day as health precautions will

continue to be in place

Saudi Arabia will make further oil supply cut to ‘encourage’ peers

Saudi Arabia will cut its oil production by a further 1m barrels a day next month, as the

kingdom seeks to provide further support to crude prices battered by the effects of the

pandemic. 

 

The energy ministry said on Monday that output would fall to 7.5m b/d in June, and the

government had asked Saudi Aramco, the state oil company, to begin cutting May production

below the 8.5m b/d it had agreed with global producers. 

 

The announcement by the world’s largest oil exporter was swiftly followed by two others.

UAE, Saudi Arabia’s Gulf ally, said it would cut its oil output by an extra 100,000 b/d, while

Kuwait said it would slash production by a further 80,000 b/d. Both reductions would also

start in June. 

 

Oil demand collapsed this year when economies went into lockdown to slow the spread of

the disease. In a bid to stop sliding prices, the Opec group of oil-producing countries agreed

with Russia in April to collective cuts of 9.7m b/d, in what were the biggest-ever curbs that

were also backed by the US. 

 

But the announced supply reductions — taking effect this month — have failed to significantly

bolster crude prices, which are still down by more than half since January, having hit 18-year

lows in recent weeks. 

 

The price of Brent crude, the international oil benchmark, increased by 1 per cent after the

announcement to more than $31 a barrel, before giving up some of those gains. 

 

At this level, producer economies — including Saudi Arabia — and oil companies across the

world are under intense financial pressure, with officials and executives forced into cash-

conservation mode. 

 

The energy ministry said in a statement the kingdom hoped to “encourage” other members of

the so-called Opec+ group to comply with the agreed curbs and make additional voluntary

cuts of their own. 

 

Oil stockpiles have swelled as global oil consumption fell by a third in response to

governments’ virus containment measures. “The size of the supply-demand imbalance leaves

little room for optimism,” said Bjornar Tonhaugen, head of oil markets at Rystad Energy. 

 

On Friday, Saudi Arabia’s King Salman held a telephone call with US President Donald Trump,

who had demanded the kingdom end its price war that has devastated large parts of the US

shale oil industry. 



 

“The two leaders agreed on the importance of stability in global energy markets,” a White

House spokesperson said. 

 

Saudi Arabia had drastically cut prices and flooded the market with crude after an Opec+

meeting of ministers in March failed to agree on oil policy in response to the virus’s spread. 

 

The kingdom’s oil minister, Abdulaziz bin Salman, told the Financial Times in an interview last

month the price war was an “unwelcome departure” from a strategy of collective production

cuts, but said Saudi Arabia had to act to capture some revenue as oil prices fell. 

French government warns no return to normal yet as lockdown eases

 

Millions of Europeans from France to Ukraine cautiously emerged from coronavirus

lockdowns on Monday, with shops and businesses reopening and commuters returning to city

centres for the first time in weeks.  

 

Governments are eager to restart their economies to avert mass unemployment and deep

recessions, but they and their citizens are also anxious to avoid a lethal “second wave” of the

Covid-19 pandemic that could trigger another period of confinement if restrictions are eased

too quickly.  

 

“We’re going to have to live with the virus for some time and the lifting of the lockdown does

not mean returning to life the way it was before,” Olivier Véran, France’s health minister, told

BFMTV.  

 

After two months of nationwide confinement and more than 26,000 Covid-19 deaths, the

French were allowed on Monday to leave their homes without carrying a declaration giving

their reasons. Shops and nursery and primary schools are also reopening this week, but

restaurants and bars remain closed and most journeys of more than 100km are forbidden. 

 

On Sunday, the French government reported a total of 70 coronavirus deaths, the lowest daily

number since March 18, the day after the start of the lockdown. 

Paris and the surrounding region will still be subject to stricter rules than the rest of the

country, because the virus continues to circulate and hospitals — which are currently treating

more than 9,000 coronavirus patients — remain under intense pressure. The capital’s public

parks will stay closed to discourage gatherings of too many people.  

 

After some early morning congestion on station platforms in the north of Paris because of

flooding and train delays, transport operators and passengers reported no major problems for

travellers, who must now all wear protective face masks. 

 

Lockdowns were also eased on Monday in much of Spain and Ukraine, as well as in Belgium,

Switzerland and Greece.  

 

Spain relaxed restrictions for half its population, but not the residents of Madrid and

Barcelona, allowing gatherings of up to 10 people and permitting bars and restaurants to

serve customers outdoors. The country reported 123 coronavirus deaths in the past day,

which as in France was the lowest number for eight weeks. 

 

Model Portfolio



Very little to report yesterday.

Looking to today, still very keen on adding to the US Trsy position, issuance was my main

concern so I did some asking around on a few institutional rates desks and the shrewdies are

pointing to Japanese buyers coming back from Golden Week and are looking to hoover up

US bonds in as much size as they can, and when their alternative is JGBs, who can blame

them.

This has alleviated enough of my concerns to add more exposure to the portfolio today. 

As always, check @PiQViP for any updates throughout the day.

https://twitter.com/PiQViP


Looking Ahead 

Extremely quiet European session today, no doubt punctuated by more ECB/EU vs German

Court shenanigans.

Rolling over into the US session, CPI, WASD and API data is the primary draw.

On the Speaker/Event ticket we have a handful of Fed officials, all of which the market will

hope comments on negative rates.

Remember that Powell is due to speak tomorrow so there is every chance we see

foundationary comments laid out today.

As per usual, on your toes for unscheduled comments.

 

Have a great day, keep it tight.
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